























Léon Bonnat [Bayonne, 1833– Monchy-Saint-Eloi, Oise, 1922]
Portrait of Vicomtesse de La Panouse
1879
Oil on canvas
Signed and dated upper left: Ln. Bonnat/1879
135×102 cm
P.2015–0006
来歴／Provenance: Sale Hôtel Drouot, Paris, 24 April 1996; Private Collection, 
Japan.
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総目録が2017年秋に出版される予定である（Guy Saigne, Léon Bonnat 
(1833–1922) portraitiste — catalogue raisonné des portraits peints, 
dessinés et gravés, Paris, Mare & Martin）。
The major French Academic painter Léon Bonnat was born in the city 
of Bayonne, in the Basque region of southwest France. When his family 
moved to Madrid, he studied under the portrait painter Madrazo. Thanks 
to a scholarship from the city of Bayonne, he entered the national École 
des Beaux-Arts in Paris in 1854, and there studied under Léon Cogniet. 
After time spent in Italy, his talents as a portrait painter were recognized 
in the Salons of the 1860s. Elected a member of the Académie des Beaux-
Arts in 1881, he became a teacher at the national École des Beaux-Arts 
in 1888, and became the head of the school in 1905, thus succeeding in a 
considerable career path within France’s orthodox art education system. 
And yet, some painters of the next generation of painters, including 
Gustave Caillebotte who had briefly been his student, Toulouse-Lautrec 
and Raoul Dufy, rebelled against that same conservative educational 
method as they sought new forms of painting. Bonnat’s flexible spirit, 
however, allowed him to overcome aesthetic belief and stance differences 
and develop close friendships with others of his own generation, born in 
the 1830s, such as Édouard Manet and Edgar Degas who also sought new 
artistic forms.
Vicomtesse Oriane Marie Blanche de La Panouse (1835 –1885) was 
the model for this portrait.  Oriane was born in Paris, the daughter of 
Comte Maurice de Flavigny, deputy and councilor of Indre-et-Loire, and 
Comtesse Louise Mathilde (née De Montesquiou-Fezensac). In 1835 
she married Vicomte Artus Charles César du Columbier de La Panouse 
(1821–1940), son of César Alexandre de La Panouse, a naval officer and 
one of the founders of the Caisse d’Épargne bank. The Vicomtesse had 
three children and this portrait ably depicts her refined features, revealing 
her calm, inner maturity at the age of 44.
The details of this portrait’s commission are not known. Given that 
Bonnat’s portrait of Victor Hugo was highly acclaimed at the Salon the 
same year that this portrait was painted, it is likely that a Bonnat portrait 
was one of the status symbols of the day. The de La Panouse family was 
an ancient house of the southern French district of Rouergue that dates 
back to the 13th century, and they were well known in Parisian social life. 
Thus this portrait, highly accomplished in all respects, may have been 
one of the many commissions Bonnat received at this point in his career.
This work, characterized by its large format and detailed depiction 
of the subject’s features, is a superb example of traditional Academic 
portraiture, and further conveys Bonnat’s prowess as a portrait painter 
that he had achieved by the latter half of the 1870s. Set against a neutral 
dark brown background, the forms that emerged from the intricately 
brushed, stroke by stroke, depiction of the subject’s head can be 
considered a typical example of Bonnat’s style at the time. From his 
earliest work Bonnat was heavily influenced by such Spanish painters as 
Velásquez and Ribera. The handling of the background in this work and 
other features fully convey this influence.
The Musée Bonnat-Helleu in Bonnat’s hometown of Bayonne 
preserves the reproduction photographs of this painting shot by the 
maison Braun et Cie. This company was a photography studio opened 
in Dornach in 1853 by Adolphe Braun. They not only received requests 
for photographic shoots from the top museums throughout Europe, in 
1883 they were designated the official photography studio for the Musée 
du Louvre and other French national museums, thus accumulating quite 
a record in the field of reproduction photographs of artworks. Gaston 
Braun, Adolf’s son, inherited the business and was also Bonnat’s friend. 
While he also shot photographs of the works of other artists, the existence 
of his photograph of this portrait probably indicates that this painting was 















Dr. Hiroshi Naito, a renowned collector of medieval manuscripts, 
donated his collection to the NMWA in the spring of 2016. The Naito 
Collection was personally assembled by Dr. Naito over the past 30 or so 
years, and consists primarily of individual, illuminated manuscript pages. 
In terms of period, the collection spans the medieval period through the 
Renaissance. Geographically the examples come from England, France, 
the Netherlands, Germany, Italy and Spain. In terms of subject matter, 
almost all of the works are Christian-related subjects.
This generous donation greatly expands and supplements the NMWA 
holdings, and is a particularly meaningful broadening of the NMWA 
medieval collection. 
Plans are currently being made for a survey of the entire donated 
collection, production of a collection catalogue and eventual display of 
the works in the galleries. (Asuka Nakada)
While the NMWA collection includes a considerable number of 19th 
century French paintings, it has very few French Academic works. This 
superb work, along with another work by Bonnat and several by Raphael 
Collin and Jean-Paul Laurens also acquired during this fiscal year, will 
further enhance the NMWA’s ability to convey how French modern art 
developed within an Academic context. (Hiroyo Hakamata)
Note
1) I hereby express my gratitude to Ms. Sophie Harent, Chief Curator and 
Director of the Musée Bonnat-Hellau and Dr. Guy Saigne for their kind 
provision of information regarding the identity of this portrait’s subject. 
Dr. Saigne’s catalogue raisonné of Bonnat’s portraiture, based on his 
doctoral thesis, will be published in the autumn of 2017. Guy Saigne, 
Léon Bonnat (1833 –1922) portraitiste — catalogue raisonné des portraits 
peints, dessinés et gravés, Paris, Mare & Martin.
